


faa &lt;ERRC DE Pasco CoORPL.ATION Le
to INTER-DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM

Date: May 19, 1952

io:BR.P.Koenig

“roma: Le. Addicks

subjects Electric Lead Smelting.

l. . I gee little to add to my memorandum of February 19th, about
plang for the new-lead smelter, except that ii is time that active
steps were taken to make such investigations as to whether there is
eny reason to treat the sinler by other than standard furnace prace
tice before the whole question goes by default in the construction
of new blast furnaces.

2. I suggest that Mr. Smith be commissioned to make a brief
review of the preliminary work we have made along these lines and
then present a recommendation as to inauguarating en experimental
campaign on the proposed 1500 KW dross furnace to be temporarily
assigned to this work after providing it with ® bag house. The firet
apswer 18 merely whether there is e saving in electric power vs. coke
when making present products sufficient to warrant such a substitution.
Whether or not zinc fuming is to be conaidered in the operation is for
the moment a complicating factor to be evaluated afterwards. I suppose
in theory it is poseible to push the idea over into a complete Sterling
Process conception, tut take one thing at a time.
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CERRO DE Pasco Corporation eo New York
INTER-DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM

Date: May 19, 1952

To: R. P. Koenig

From: L. Addicke A - 3
Subject: Electric Lead Smelting.

il. 1 see little to add to my memorsadum of February 19th, about
plana for the new lead smelter, except that it is time that active
steps were taken to meke such investigations as to whether there is
any reagon to treat the sinter by other than standard furnace prac
tice before the whole question goes by defeult in the congtruction
of new blast furnaces.

2a I suggest that Mr. Smith be commissioned to make a brief
review of the preliminary work we bave made along these lines and
then present a recommendation as to inmauguarating en experimental
campaign on the proposed 1500 KW dross fumace to be temporarily
assigned to this work after providing it with a bag house. The first
angwer is merely whether there is a saving in electric power vs. coke
when making pregent products sufficient to warrant such asubstitution.
Whether or not zinc fuming is to bs considered in the operation is for
the moment a complicating factor to be evaluated afterwards. I suppose
in theory it is possible to push the idea over into a complete Sterling
Process conception, but take one thing at a time.
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A389,
51 Maiden Lane,

New York, N. Y,, November 25, 1925,

wr. CG, v. Drew,
Cerro de Pasco Copper Corp,,
15 Broad 8t,, New York, H. Y,

Dear iir, Drew;

The questions raised in your letter of November 19th are so

large that 1 think I had better let a comprehensive reply go until the

next time 1 see you, In general 1 offer the following comments:

There is undoubtedly a field for the electric smelting of

copper concentrates, In fact 1 conducted a series of experiments in

conjunction with Fitzgerald at Nisgara Falls for the Canada Copper Co,

along these very lines several years ago. 1% is very improbable,

however, that amy such application could be founded on a heating basis

against other fuels with the possible exception of in Norway, The resl

advantages lie in being sble to run st a temperature hich enough to

pamit using types of slag guite unworkable by ordinary methods thereby

saving fluxes snd in being sble to operate economically on a small

scale permitting installation directly st the mine with a saving of

freight due to the smaller bulk of the product, 1 am not very familiar

with some of your operations im Peru but 1 teke it that you have no such

conditions to consider,

The general problem is stated for smelting in the new edition”

of Hofmemn's "Coprer Metallurgyon page 282, and for refining in my



Wr. C. V. Drew, ~ - - - - Sheet §2, - - A~389, - - Nov, 25, 1925,

"Coprer Refining", page 138,

As to the possibilities of refining your blister in the

mixer, Chrome is just starting the plemt I sdvocated for producing

modes direct from their blister md yom will very shortly be able

to get exact operating costs on such work, With your material

engdes could not be used on account of the richness in silver, and

Chrome to date does not seem very anxious to mske any allowance in

the contract for a purer bullion, The saving to them at any rate

by having you eliminate lead snd antimony would probably not exceed

a dollar &amp; ton,

On the sampling side I believe we shall be able to come to a

satisfuctory conclusion without refining in Pern, In sny event I do

not see that electric operation could show any saving beyond KWH +

electrode consumption vs, fuel oil, md 1 should hesitate to put bullion

of your richness in silver in a smothered are furnace,

However, 1 shall be glad to discuss this whole matter the

next time I see you,

Yours w{ ~ tr "—

axz/B. xX



Cormne Theo CopfpperConpiorntl
tive,offCUDrees Zz, 4 GottAtti

Telpilopane FvitoverdOSH-F6 7 ) Gorroeot LomondJ2/7 &gt; Rovember 19, 1925

Dictateaty

Dear Mr.Addicks:

Our inguiry for electric furnaces to melt
down special sample lots of copper bars has produced a
rather formal proposition from one Frank Hodson, who
thinks he could design a 60 to 100 ton electric furnace in
which we could reheat all of our molten blister copper very
cheaply and thereby remove many of the impurities, making a
very uniform and homogeneous bar with very little segregation.
What do you think of it% Herewith copy of his letter of
November 18.

Yours truly,

Lo
Mr.L.Addicks,
51 lJaiden Lane,
New York City.

ene.



FRANK HODSON
BOQ Jefferson Building

Philadelphia

November 18, 19256

Cerro de Pasco Copper Corp.,
15 Broad Street,
New York City.

Gentlemen: Office of Mr.C.V.Drew, 5th floor
Subject: Electric Furnace

With further reference to our conversation yesterday, I thought
you might like me to put on record what I said with regard to use
of electric furnaces in copper metallurgy and as applied to your
particular needs.

Electricity hus not yet been very much used in the preliminary
stages of copper smelting - chiefly because other forms of fuel are
usually cheaper nearer the mines than electricity. lWhere electricity
can be generated hydro-electrically near the scene of smelting, there
is no reason whatever why it cannot competewith any other fuel, and
it has considerable advantares over most existing methods. One
commercial sized electric furnace has been operating in Norway on
Smelting of Copper Matte for a number of years and with cheap power
the use of such furnaces could be considerable extended.

My own opinion is that one of the largest fields for the future
use of electricity in copper metallurgy will be the large furnace -
taking how charges from converters or other furnaces - acting as &amp;
Metal Mixer, and into which the smaller charges from the Converters
are poured as ready.

The bath would be an open one and refining or other slags
could be added. The furnace atmosphere could be regulated at
will - also the temperature.

The furnace could either be arranged to empty completely
at one operation or to pour continuously.

Such a furnace could be limited in size only by the amount
of power available, but a furnace of 60/100 tons holding capacity
would be comparatively simple to design.

The electrical heat would only need be sufficient to replace
heat losses by radiation, plus any higher temperature that might
be needed for the slags or refining operations. |

I believe the kilowatts hours used would run between 100 and 200
per ton of copper treated, certainly not more than 200 XW hours. The
resultant product would be exceedingly uniform in composition, free
from gaseous inclusions, blowholes, etc. The electric furnace would
be practically a closed container for heating - all fumes would be col-
lected, and I believe you would produce a much higher grade of raw
copper than is possible by any other process. A rough estimate of
the cost of a 60-ton capacity furnace, capable of handling say 300
tons of molten copper per day, allowing for 5 complete renewals of the
bath contents, would be $90. to $100,000. You would need 2500 KW
of power available behind the furnace, although this quantity would
not be actually used.

Your final product could be a very pure solid copper bar,ingot,
slab or Whatever other form you desired. I do not think there would
be any difficulty in regulating the analysis in the electric furnace,
so that you always poured approximately the same analysdés material.
No doubt you have ores or metals richer in non- copper constituents



available and adjustment of analyses by these could be made to get
uniform results from the electric furnace.

I do not know whether any specially selling point could
be made of electric furnace copper bar, but I would imagine so. It
would certainly give better results than ordinary blister bar for
many purposes.

Coming back to your immediate problem of the 60-ton sample
lots - the big furnace would do this and give a very unfform product.
A continuous casting machine can be designed to produce bars any size
we wish and drillings from these would give absolutely uniform results
and show what is actually in the metal.

If you do not feel inclined to consider the initial outlay
for a large furnace of this kind, a specially designed induced current
closed electric furnace of 600 to 1000 lbs. per hour capacity would
give absolute uniformity of each cast - by judicious mixing of the 60-
ton of samples before electric melting, you should get fairly homogenous
finished 60-tons. It could be cast into small ingots or bars, the
time taken by 100 lbs. of copper to cool being the only limitation
of the size of cast bars. A furnace of this kind would probably cost
you around $15,000 and it would take 200 XW of power.

A simple standard type of melting furnace with direct or
indirect ares would not cost more than half the above, but I do not
think it would give you anything like the same results as either the
large melting furnace or the induction furnace just mentioned.

What I would very much like to do for your company would be
to take on a consulting job to thoroughly investigate present methods
of manufacture and then to make you a full report on the possibilities
and probabilities of the use of electricity - the cost of type of
plant to be employed - working costs and where and how you might ex-
pect to benefit. The use of electricity as a fuel has made immense
strides in practically every metallurgical industry, except copper.
My own 1b-years practical experience in design of electric furnaces
of all types and for all kinds of purposes, would fit me very well
to know what to look for and what to disregard. I am a practical
me tallurgist, have done research work on a number of steel and electric
problems, and can very soon get the scientific and practical aspects
of copper industry. The general ones, of course, I know, but my work
hes not brought me in such close touch with the non-ferrous metals,
as it has with the ferrous metals, alloys, etc.

Because cheap electricity is not usually sasvailable near
copper mines and as electro-metallurgists have been busy on the
nearer problems of iron, steel, aluminum, calcium carbide, etec.,
very little attention has been given to its possibilities, but we are
overlooking something that can radically change and improve the industry,

An appropriation to cover such an investigation would, T am
sure, be an exceli.ent investment for your company. I am thoroughly
interested and keen on the subject and would be prepared to give from
6 to 12 months of my time to it.

If the idea interests you seriously, I would be very glad
to work out a more detailed scheme for your consideration and to show
you that my metallurgical and electric furnace knowledge and experience
fit me to tackle the problem.



If you wish, I could include in this work recommendations
for improving the present condition with regard to the sample lots on
which your sales and selling price of your product is based. I am quite
sure I can save you money on this.

Yours very truly,

(SGD) PRANK HODSON

P«8. The 2500 XW 60-ton holding capacity furnace could, if not
working on molten copper from the converters, be used for
smelting ore concentrates or copper matte, depending on
the analysis of the charge; it is capable of handling 80/100
tons of such smelting from cold material per day. An ore
containing 5/6% copper, 12% Se0o, 5% Cal Hg0 - remainder being
iron and sulphur, takes 6560 KW Bours per ton of charge.
Blectrode consumption is very small. The slag loss usually
ran 0.3 to 0.4 percent copper. All fumes can be collected
and the furnace operates in a neutral atmosphere.
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